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Resume - On etudie sur le plan theorique et experimental la photoexcitation 
resonnante des ions neonoides du strontium par le rayonnement des ions 
hydroggnoides de l'aluminium. Les conditions de plasma favorisant la 
photoexcitation sont dkfinies par des Qtudes en spectroscopie X et XUV. La 
conception des cibles est realisee avec l'aide d'une etude de l'ablation de 
couches de strontium en fonction des conditions laser. L'absorption du 
rayonnement de l'aluminium par le strontium est demontrite dans une experience 
b deux plasmas. 

Abstract - Resonant photoexcitation of strontium neon-like ions by the 
radiation of aluminium hydrogen-like ions is studied theoretically and 
experimentally in laser-created plasmas. X-ray and X W  spectroscopy are used 
as tools to define plasma conditions where photo-pumping is efficient. The 
design of targets is completed by ablation studies of strontium layers under 
various experimental conditions. Absorption spectroscopy in a two plasma 
experiment demonstrates the potential usefulness of quasi-resonant 
photoexcitation in neon-like X-ray amplifiers. 

I) Infroduction 

The great success achieved by Rosen, Matthews and co-workers / l -2 /  at Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory in the demonstration of a soft X-ray am~lifier using 3p-3s 
transitions in neon-like selenium has confirmed the usefulness of the isoelectronic 
sequence of neon in X-ray laser research /3/. These results have led us to explore 
possible laser action in nearby-Z materials and to look for wossible gain increase 
by external sources of puming. 

This paner presents a new population inversion scheme for X-ray laser in neon- 
like ions where the upper laser-level powulation mechanisms including electron eol- 
lisional excitation and electron-ion recombination are enhanced by quasi-resonant 
photoexcitation proceeding from an auxiliary D Y ~  plasma. In the proposed scheme, 

2 b 
~hotoexcitation takes place between the (2s 2p ) neon-like ground state and one of 

2 5 the (2s 2p 3d) excited states. Then, the pumped 3d level collisionally decays 
towards the 3p upwer-laser levels, thus increasing the inversion created by electron 
processes. 
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2 2 5  3 11) Resonant photoexcitation of the (1s 2s 20 3d( Dl)) level of neon-like stron* 

1) Wavelength coincidences 

Current interest exists to find high-brightness s~ectral lines for resonant 
photoexcitation /h/. We have focused our study on wavelength matching between reso- 
nance transitions of neon-like ions with Z scaling from 36 (krypton) to 42 (molybde- 
num) and hydrogen-like and helium-like resonance transitions of lighter elements 
(1 1<Z<18). A close matching has been found both theoretically and experimentally 
between the 1s-3n line of hydrogen-like aluminium (6.053 A) and the 

2 6 1  2 5 3 -  0 

2s 2p ( S)-2s 2p 3d( D), J = 0-1 transition in neon-like strontium (6.059 A). 
The SPECTRA comuuter package developed by R.W. Lee has been used to calculate 

the theoretical line profile of the aluminium 7s-3p pumping line arising from a 

plasma with electron density and temuerature of 1 0 ~ ~ c m - ~ ,  500 eV which are the 
typical conditions for hydrogen-like ions in our exueriments. Figure 1 shows this 
theoretical spectrum on the same wavelength scale as the intrinsically Doppler- 
broadened absorption profile of the strontium line. The two lines are off-resonant 
by 6 d. However, the Stark-broadeneg profile of the Is-3p line is wide enough to 
produce significant intensity at 6 mA from aluminium line center. Furthermore, the 
wavelength difference can, in principle, be easily reduced by motional Doppler- 
shifts in a two counter-propagating plasma geometry with tyaical expansion velo- 
cities of 3.107 cm/s. 

2046.42 energy (ev) 

Figure 1 : Theoretical line orotile of the aluminium Is-3p iine for electron 
de sity and tem~erature of 1 0 ~ ~ c m - ~ ,  500 eV and of the 8 - .  2p ('~)-2~53d(~~) transition (line H) in neon-like strontium. 

Figure 2 : a) Experimental soectra of pure aluminium and strontium targets. 
Aluminium impurities give us standards for wavelength calibration 
in strontium. The measured wavelength difference is smaller than 
the FWHM of the aluminium line. 

b) Ex~erimental spectrum of a deposit of strontium on aluminium. 
The aluminium and strontium lines are barely resolvecl. 



Experimental data obtained with pure aluminium and stront'um targets and depo- 
sits of strontium on aluminium at laser intensities in the 101' w/cm2 range and 
600 ps duration, 0.53 um laser wavelength are in good agreement with tbeory : the 
measured 5.2 to 6.3 wavelength difference is smaller than the 9.2 mA experi- 
mental full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the hydrogen-like line (see ~ig.2a). As 
a result, the aluminium and strontium lines are unresolved in the spectrum shown 
in Fig. 2b. 

2 ) Calcu&atio?!-?f -4he_~um~ing-rat_e 

In evaluating the practicability of the matched-line scheme, one must first be 
concerned with the photoexcitation photon flux which can be obtained with the source 
plasma. The pumping rate per strontium ion in the neon-like ground state is /5 /  : 

2 5  3 2 6 where g and gl are the statistical weights of the levels 2s 20 3d( D ) and 2s 2p , 
respect?vevely, and AuL is the spontaneous decay rate of the corresponding transition. 
The number of photons per mode, n , has been deduced from the intensity produced by 
the Is-3p aluminium pumping line %t the frequency of the strontium pumped-line. This 
pump brightness has been computed using the SPECTRA code coupled to the collisional- 
radiative RATIOX code to calculate the ~opulation of the 3p level. Figure 3 shows 
the pumping rate as a function of electron density in the aluminium pump-plasma for 
three electron temaeratures. 

Figure 3 : Photoexcitation puming rate as a function of electron density in 
the aluminium source plasma for three electron tem eratures. The g collisional excitation rate coefficient for the 2p -2p53d transition 
is also shown for two different conditions of the strontium plasma. 

Figure 4 : Degsitogram of strontium neon- and sodium-like transitions around 
6 A showing the strong features H,C,N and P together with silicon 
lines wavelength standards. 
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3) ~om~_aris~n-o_f-?~~-colLisional-an_d-2!h~?~e~cit_at_io~t-f~?~~ 
This radiative-pumping scheme will be efficient if the photoexcitation rate 

P,. is at least equal to the corresuonding electron collisional rate coefficient 
CU 

Cl,,. At an electron density and temperature of 1020 cm-3, 800 eV (respectively 

8 -1 
cm-3, 600 e ~ )  for the strontium plasma, C Q ~  = 6.52 10 s (Cp, = 3.04 lo9 S-' ) 

which is 10 times (2 ti es) lower than the photo-pumping rate provided by an alumi- 
nium plasma of 1 0 ~ ~  cm-', 500 eV. 

The arrows on Fig. 3 show the values of C? for the strontium plasma mentioned 
above and make easier the comparison with PIU -U for various conditions of the alu- 
minium plasma. It results that the present method of resonant photoexcitation will 
be very useful, in a properly prepared strontium-aluminium system, to enhance by a 
factor larger than 10 the inversion generated by collisional excitation. This may be - - 

2 6  2 5  3 
confirmed experimentally by an increase of the intensity of the 2s 2p -2s 2p 3d( D1) 
X-ray line and of the XW 3s-3p lasing transitions if the collisional coupling 
between the 3d and 3p levels is strony enough. 

111) Spectroscopy of strontium 

1 ) Il:ra~-seect_r~sco~~-?f~!!eor_!:1ik~--a~d-~oiium:1ik~-i?ns 
X-ray saectroscopy is a valuable tool to determine plasma conditions. A typical 

spectrogram obtained with a target consisting of a st ontium de~osit on silicon (for 
wavelength calibration) at a laser intensity of 2.101' w/cm2 and 0.53 pm wavelength 
is shown in Fig.4. When compared to earlier observations /6/, the spectral reso- 
lution is clearly improved. This enables to get a detailed identification of the 
sodium-like satellite lines accomaanying the four neon-like lines labelled C,H,N,  

2 6 - 2 5  2 6  2 5  
and P corresaonding to the 2s 2p -2s 2p 3d and 2s 2p -2s 2p 3s transitions. 

Ab initio calculations have been made using the relativistic parametric poten- 
tial method /7/.  The RELAC code yielded the level energies and the oscillator 
strenghts of several excited levels of sodium-like ions pertaining to the configu- - 

2 6 2 2 
rations 2s 2p 3s, -3p, -3d, 2s22p53s2, -3s3p, -3s3d, -3p , -3p3d, -3d and 

6 2  2 2 
2s2p 3s , -3p , -3d , -3s3d, -3s3p, 3p-3d. Synthetic spectra are reproduced in 
Fig. 5a for sodium-like lines close to the C line and in Fig. 5b for sodium-like 
lines close to the H line to show directly the com~arison between experiment and 
theory. In order to take into account the finite instrumental width of our a aaratus, 
we convoluted the theoretical line intensities with Gaussian profiles of 7 &FWHM. 
The population ratio of ground states of sodium- and neon-like ions were calculated 
using Saha-equilibrium with Te = 800 eV and n = 1 0 ~ ~ c m - ~ .  Owing to the simplicity 
of this assumption, the agreement is outstand& both on the wavelength ~osition of 
lines and gn their relative intensities. Discreuancies in line positions are well 
within 2 mA corresponding to uncertainties in wavelength calibration. The broad 
feature on the long-wavelength side of H and C are satellite lines with one suecta- 
tor electron in the orbitals g or higher. For example, the line labelled Q in 
pig. 5b involves a 4s s~ectator electron in transitions From 2n53d4s to 2~~1ks. 

pipre 5 : a) Sodium-like satellite lines in the vicinity of the C line. 
b) Sodium-like satellite lines in the vicinity of the H line. 

The population ratio of neon-/sodium-like ionization stages 
is given by Saha equilibrium at 1020 and 800 eV. 



Figure 6 shows an X W  s~ectrum generated by focusing the laser on a massive 
strontium rod. The laser wavelength was again 0.53 pm and the intensity on the 

2 target was about 1014 W/cm . The strongest features have been unambigously identified 
as magnesium-like and sodium-like transitions in agreement with wrevious results /8/. 
Unfortunately, second- and third-order diffraction,from the grating complicate the 
identification of weak lines in the range 150-170 A where neon-like lines are anti- 
cipated from RELAC calculations. 

IV) Absoration of aluminium radiation in a two plasma experiment 

The purpose of this exoeriment was to nroduce, with a variable optical delay, a 
strontium ~lasma with an electron density of the order of ~ ~ ~ ~ c m - ~  and an aluminium 
olasma emitting mainly hydrogen-like lines in a high electron density region to 
favor Stark broadening. The aluminium thickness was optimized to urovide maximum 
absorution of aluminium by strontium and the thickness of the strontium layer had to 
be small enough to be com~letely ablated during the laser shot. So, a detailed study 
of the ablated strontium thickness as a function of laser intensity has been first 
carried out. 

1 ) Ablatio~l-o_f -~ul_4iizxe~e!!-2?1'5et_s 
The targets consisted of a deposit of strontium fluoride on,a silicon substrate. 

The thickness of strontium fluoride could varv from 430 to 2000 A. We used only one 
laser beam of 1.06 pm radiation and 600 as pulses. The intensity on the target was 

in the range 5.10'~ to 1014 w/cm2. Snectral and temporal resolution were ~rovided by 
a concave PET crystal couwled to a streak camera. 

Figure 6 : XW spect5um of a strontium tarqet irradiated at 0.53 pm. 
1014  cm . Magnesium-like and sodium-like lines are unambigously 
identified. 

I I I I * I 

I I I I I I 

Sr Si(Hew) 
- X  

Figure 7 : Streaked spectra showlng the time uelay and the duration of emis- 
sion for strontium-silicon targets as a function of strontium 
thickness. 
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0 2 1 1 
The emission of the stgontium P line (6.591 A) and of the Is S-ls2~ P line of 

helium-like silicon (6.648 A) were recorded 8s a function of time and for three dif- 
ferent strontium thickness (435, 1000, 2000 A) as shown in Figure 7. The time delay 
between silicon and strontium emission as well as the duration of strontium emission 
clearlv increase with the strontium thickness. Comparison is made in Figure 8 with 
the predictions of a I D  hydrocode including atomic ohysics using the average atom 
model. Experiment and code results agree qualitatively, both for the delay and for 
the duration of strontium emission. 

Figure 8 : Code simulation of streak profiles of strontium and silicon 
emissions at 5. lo13 w/cm2 forthreestrontium thickness. 

It results from this that the maximum strontium thickness ablated by a 600 us 
2 

laser plse of IOl4 W/cm intensity is close to 1000 i. For the intensity we used 
in our absorgtion experiments, namely 5 .  1013 w/cm2, the maximum ablated thickness is 
roughly 780 A. We have kept this value for the absorption targets. 

Figure 9 : Geometry of the target for quasi-resonant X-ray absorption. 

) & E ~ ? ~ Z ~ ? ~ E ~ - ~ : Z Q X - Q ~ _ ? O _ Z E ? ~ O _ Z  
The geometry of the targets is shown in Figure 9. A 4.7 pm plastic foil acts 

as a substrate for the two material layers. The o~tical delay between the two laser 
beams was adjusted so that the aluminium plasma was created 300 ps before the 
strontium plasma. Reabsorption of aluminium radiation by strontium was varied by 
changing the distance between the focal spots on the two sides of the target. 
Figure 10 shows a bilorentzian analysis of the red and blue halfwidths of the 
aluminium 1s-3o line as a function of the position on the film in two exuerimental 
configurations were absorwtion is suopressed ( ~ i ~ .  lob) or favored (Fig. 10c). 



S~atial resolution was provided by a 700 Um slit ; increasing aositions on the 
film correspond to increasing distances from the target plane. 

On Figure 10c, the red half-width (s~ectrally on the strontium side) is 
clearly smaller than the blue half-width which takes similar values with and 
without reabsoration. These results qualitatively show the absorption of the alu- 
minium line on the merging spectral region of the strontium line. 

Figure 10 : a) Experimental s~ectra of the Is-3n line of aluminium with 
reabsorption (dashed line) and without reabsorption (solid line). 
The position of the strontium H line is also shown. 

b) Red (squares) and blue (circles) halfwidths of the aluminium 
line reabsorbed by strontium as a function of position along 
the laser axis. This case is without reabsor~tion (solid curve 
in a). 

c) with reabsoration (dashed curve in a). 

V) Conclusion 

We have studied the feasability of a resonant ohotoexcitation scheme ensuring 
the enhancement of gain in collisional excitation aonulation mechanism of lasing 
levels in neon-like strontium. The a~proximate value of the ohoto-puming f l u  
which can be obtained with the aluminium source olasma has been calculated and we 
have evaluated the plasma conditions which must be produced in the strontium plasma 
to favor ahoto-punning. Finally, absorption of aluminium radiation by strontium on a 
two plasma experiment has been demonstrated. 

We are indebted to J.F. WYART for theoretical calculations with the RELAC code. 
Fruitful discussions with M. CORNILLE and J. DUBAU are also acknowledged. XW spectra 
of strontium were obtained in collaboration with A. CARILLON and A. KLISNICK. 
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